Perennial Plant Hanger
Designed by Two of Wands
Pattern No.
Yarn: Lion Brand®
Color Theory®
Level 3 Intermediate

PERENNIAL PLANT HANGER
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MATERIALS
•

1 skein each Lion Brand Color Theory in Caper (619-173AE) for color
A and Ivory (619-098AW) for color B
(worsted, weight 4; 246yds/225m per skein)

•

Size US 8 (5mm) double pointed needles, set of 5

•

Tapestry needle

GAUGE
19 sts x 26 rounds = 4”/10cm in stockinette in the round

FINISHED DIMENSIONS
To fit a pot with a 4.5”/11.5cm diameter base,
6”/15cm in height
A Diameter: 4.5”/11.5cm
B Circumference: 14.25”/36cm
C Height: 6”/15cm

ABBREVIATIONS
All Two of Wands patterns are written in standard US terms.
CO

Cast on

K

Knit

M1l

Make 1 left

M1r

Make 1 right

P

Purl

Rep

Repeat

S2KP

Slip 2, knit 1, pass slipped sts over

Sl

Slip

St(s)

Stitch(es)

Wyib

With yarn in back

Wyif

With yarn in front
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NOTES
Plant hanger is worked in the round from the bottom up, then separated into four
sections worked back in forth in rows one at a time.

PATTERN
With color A, and leaving a 6”/15cm tail, CO 12 sts and divide so that there are 3 sts on
each of 4 double pointed needles. Being careful not to twist sts, join in the round.
Round 1

K.

Round 2

*K 1, m1r, K 1, m1l, K 1, rep from * around. (20 sts)

Round 3

K.

Round 4

*K 1, mll, K to last st on current needle, m1r, K 1, rep from * around. (28 sts)

Rounds 5-16

Rep rounds 3 and 4, six more times. (76 sts total, 19 sts per needle)
Note: For a pot with a bottom diameter larger than 4.5”/11.5cm, continue working
increase rounds until the diameter of the work matches the diameter of the pot.
Leave sts on the needles. Thread the tail from CO onto a tapestry needle, whip stitch
around the center hole at CO and pull like a drawstring to close. Secure and weave in
end.
Rep round 3 until work measures 4”/10cm from center point (8”/20.5cm total in
diameter).
Note: For a pot with height larger than 6”/15cm, continue working rounds, adding 1”/
2.5cm for each additional inch of height.
Work will now be separated into 4 sections, working back and forth in rows on each
needle one at a time.
Working on 1st needle only:

Row 1 (RS)

Sl 1 wyib, K 1, P 1, K to last 3 sts on current needle, P 1, K 2.

Row 2 (WS)

Sl 1 wyif, P 1, K 1, P to last 3 sts on current needle, K 1, P 2.

Row 3

Sl 1 wyib, K 1, P 1, SSK, K to last 5 sts on current needle, K2tog, P 1, K 2. (17 sts)
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Rows 4-11

Rep rows 2 and 3, four more times. (9 sts)

Row 12

Rep row 2.

Row 13

Sl 1 wyib, K 1, P 1, S2KP, P 1, K 2. (7 sts)

Row 14

Sl 1 wyif, (P 1, K 1) twice, P 2.

Row 15

Sl 1 wyib, K 1, S2KP, K 2. (5 sts)

Row 16

Sl 1 wyif, P to end of row.

Row 17

Sl 1 wyib, S2KP, K 1. (3 sts)
Begin i-cord:
Change to color B.
Slide the sts to the other end of the needle, and without turning, K across the row. The
working yarn will be pulled up the back of the work since it is now at the bottom of the
sts.
Slide the sts to the other end of the needle, and again without turning, K across the row.
By doing this you are forming a tube called an i-cord. Continue on in this manner until
the i-cord measures 24”/61cm or desired length.
Cut the yarn, leaving a 6”/15cm tail. Thread the tail onto a tapestry needle, draw it
through the 3 sts and pull like a drawstring to close. Secure and weave in the end.
Rejoin yarn at the beginning of the next needle and rep all steps from row 1. Rep for
each needle.
Secure and weave in any remaining ends.
Gather all i-cords and tie together at the ends with an overhand knot.
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